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Know more about our classes

 



Dream. Discover.
Develop.

Whether your child dreams of soaring the skies
at the helm of an airplane.. or 

 
saving lives as a surgeon.. or

 
 sitting at the head of the table in boardrooms..

or 
 

being an artist who colors the world with their
canvas.. or 

 
becoming a writer who weaves fantasies for

readers to escape to.. 
 
 

it all begins with a
spark. 

 

85% parents have seen a marked improvement in their child’s
cognitive skills after BrainSPARK-ing



Playful experiential learning to
improve..

Clarity, 
Confidence, and 
Collaboration

Live & engaging 60-min sessions: A 'fun
with friends' style of learning#1

Participative format with maximum 8
children: Personalized attention to
maximise takeaways for each child

#3

Sharpens all 6 dimensions of cognitive skills:
From lateral thinking and memory building
to problem solving and more!

#2

Structured modules delivered by
experienced facilitators: Trained
educators lead these lively sessions in a
structured manner

#4

Future shift



Begins with activating the brain & eye with some
light physical exercises

Focus / memory-oriented activities (e. g. spot the
differences) improves attention in the class

Lateral thinking problems like optical illusion
increases engagement amongst the children

Logical reasoning / problem solving / speed and
intuition-oriented activities, one with vocabulary
and one with numeracy

Lateral thinking riddles to discuss during dinner with
friends / family beyond the class

Typical class 
structure



 
Kids love our 

workshop format 
that makes 
each lesson 

engaging & interactive.
 

Learning has never been 

this much fun!

 



and more.. 

50+ activities covering all 6
dimensions

1500+ BrainSPARK-ing
exercises

Personalized detailed
feedback

Balancing act

Missing letters



 
Every child will be provided
with a detailed feedback on
their proficiency across all
6 dimensions of cognitive

skills.
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www.brainspark.fun



BRAINSPARK@SHISHYALAYA.COM

WHATSAPP +91-99623 10920

CONTACT

Our Office Address
New No. 10, Old No. 15
Fifth Cross Street,
Sastri Nagar, Adyar,
Chennai – 600020
Tamil Nadu, India


